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THE CONCEPT OF NATIONAL LOGISTICS COMPETENCE:
IS IT TRUE OR FALSE?

D anul a Ki sp e r s ka- Mor onl

Abstıücl International comparisons of loğslics performonce were always dfficult, mainly due to unclear
concepts of whal lo measure, full set of data hard lo be oblained and methodoloğcal problems of data
aggregalian. Oflen all kinds rıf suı,veys were used to collect information on ccımpanies' perfornıcmce and lhe
cost of logislics operations. In order to highlighl nalional logistics competence a concepl of lhe Loğslics
Performance Index was crealed wilh the pıırpose lo illusirate differences of loğstics operations in various
countries. The paper questions the general coııcept of national loğstics comPelencies in the lighİ of
significant differences of loğslics performance in yarious regions of lhe same country. Il also indicates thal
using interüıational sumeys based on examination of perceplions for a professional benchmarking system like
LPI seems to be somewhat problematic. The paper suggests the use of mtıre "objective" melhods of
measuring loğstics eficiency in dffirenl reğons of varioııs countrics_

Kewords ııational loğstics campelence, Loğstics Performance Index, inlerregional loğslics performance
compariSonS

INTRODUCTION

Logistics competence might be expressed by proper definition aıd measuüement of logistics and supply
chain processes. Dilect measurement of the activities associated with supply chain and/or logistics is often not
possible nor desirabIe. Very often measulement of these activities may be more acculate through measuring
the result of the activity, i.e. logistics or supply chain performance. There are several different opinions on that
subject focusing around two main problems: what exact aspects of logistics performance should and could be
measured aİd how to cleate a System of integrated measues that can be used tfuoughout whole supply chain
[ 18], [22]. Opelational practices in supply chain measurement demonstlate that despite of all those efforts the
State of art iS still not satisfactory.

Some researchers focused on constructing different performance typologies and performance
measulement systems [2], t5], t6], t8], t9], tl2], t13], t14]. Other research concentrates on measulement
procedures within the fıamework ofbenchmarking concept [3], [4], [7], [26].

Taking to accouıt üe dynamic character of supply chains üeiı driving forces for performance
meas].ırement leplesent than three basic dimensions ofthe business |20], t27).. Effectiveness, conrıected to the extent to which the company is able to İealise its goals and to what exlent
are customer needS met;
ı Efficiency, r.mderstood as üe relation between resources engaged in realisation of a certain set of effects,
i.e. company's goals, showing how economically are the resources ofthe company utilised;
. chaıgeability - to what extent aıe the companies prepared for future chaıges, addressing the
responsiveness of the operating system.

Consequently researchers proposed üe following dimensions to be measuıed in logistics systems:. Logistics costs and service quality [2l],. Customers service or satisfaction associated with flexibili§ and time-based measures [2], [l4],. Financial reports based figures [5], [25].

/ Univeısity of Economics in Katowice, Faculty of Management, Dcpartment of Busiıess Logistic, Kato\ı,ice, Poland,
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Global competition and actual market conditions force to create complex multidimensional corcepts
consisting of measuıement of several items at the same time [22]. Translating the triad of business dı,iving
forces (customer satisfaction, productivity, flexibility) into operating periormance criteria one Should mention
the following factors:
ı Quali§ - having at present far broader ııeaning than conformance to specifications and including such
aspects like features, performance, durabili§, ıeIiability, aesthetics, etc.;
. Delivery terms resulting in positive evaluation when performance equals expectations from the point of
view of two main aspects: quantity and timeIiness;
. cycle time being üe sum of ordering time, manufacturing lead time, plocess time, move time, (lueue

time, set-up time, etc. and usually requiIing lots improvements and reductions;
. waste - representing the non-value-added activities and resources in the process of meeting custcmels
requilements.

These aspects became the basis for the most populaı measuıement system incorporated In the SCOR
model which currently seems to be the main paradign,ı of logistics and supply chain perfornıance
measulement.

Much of üe criticism of üe traditional measulement,Systems in the field of logistics depends also on

accounting practices that often do not provide reievant feedback fol opelational control and generate

misleading logistics costs data. Logistics costs and other financial measures cause doubts conceminlg the

precision of their calculation [23].

THE CONCEPT OF NATIONAL LOGISTICS COMPETENCE

The main concept ofnational logistics competence implies that there are some general and specific factors
which bring about different logistics performance in various regions of the world and in particular couniries.
Many researchers attempted to identifo those national logistics con,ıpetence using some main Spes of national
or intemational logistics studies and surveys such as Il7]:. Statistics-based studies applying models:

- Econometric

- Other modeling approaches
. Case sfudy-based approaches by couıtry
. Survey-based studies using questionnaires:

ComprehensiVe themes

- Single-themesurveys.

Differences in logistics competence in valious world regions result in different level of logistics costs. The
example ofa model aiming at identification ofan aggregated national logistics costs is prcsented in Figure l.

As a result of collection of data in dilferent world regions the acfual levels of logistics costs in several
world regions were estimated. They demonstrate that in various areas of üe world logistics costs constib-ıte a

diiferent portion of the GDP (Table t). Those differences clearly show diversified efficiency of logistics
operations across the world.

The concept of illustrating the gaps in logistics competence thlough estimation of national logistics cost
has some serious limitations [16]. First of all that estimation depends on the width of boundaries of firms
(business units) included in that calculation, which heaviIy affects the concept of costs. Particulaıly in a
maİufacturing sector the intıa-firm trade is quite substantial but not always easy to measure on the basıs of
national statistic data. [n the case of self-reported costs by companies their declared level might be c,ften

subjective and, when they get aggegated they demonstlate üe effect of 'double-countiııg'. Therefore the

researchers must face the dilemma whether to rely on firm level costs or macro ievel logistics costs. It is
closely connected to the choice of the exact definition of logistics costs as well, and the national statistics data

often mighı be noı precise enough.
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FIGURE l
Rodrigues, Bowersox and Calantone econometric model in 2005 [19]

TABLE l
Global logistics costs by World regions in 1997,2000 and 2002 [l9]

1997 20oo 2002
Log. co§tsLog_ costs

Us$ biİl, % GDP Us§ bll. % GD P
Log. cosİs
Uss biil. % GDP

Eu.ope
N America
Paclrlc region
S. America
othe. a.eas
whoıe world

B84
,],035

1,459
225

1 ,492
5,095

,],100

1 ,24o
1 ,9B9

2Ba
1,77B
6,387

1 ,229
1 ,2o3
2,127

272
] ,902
6,732

13.3 0,6

9.9 o:iı

15 7 ğ|o

14 3 o.b

16 0 9'o

13 B 9'o

12 2 olo

'1 1 ,0 o./o

l4 5 9'o

14.3 96

15 4 o"o

13 4 9i,

12 8 oio

10.6 %
,l5,3 96
'l4 4 91o

15.T C'o

13.1 oh

Secondly, it is usually difficult to draw a clear border line between domestic and intemational logistics
costs. Moreover, SME data becomes very important to get a balanced picture oflogistics costs, and üat data is
not always easy to be obtained. on the other hand, in maıy intemational SurVeyS with one respondent from a

very large conglomerate, calculation of aggıegated logistics costs oIlen could be misleading. Generally, access
to reliable and comparable cost data is quite difficult.

Finally, the Severe limitation for intemational logistics costs compariSon IeSults from the fact that middle
income countries are difficult to be covered in costs estimation, and, it might be extremely difficult to get data
from low income countries [l5]. In short: severe knowledge gaps exist specially as the concept of logistics
costs is concemed.

Logistics s].ırveys seem to be the most popular research iıstrument. Besides 1ogistics costs aıd different
features of logistics competence they often examine the following aggregate themeS:
. I<ey logistics indicators,
. outsourcing of logistics activities,
. Logistics information systems,
. Logisticsopelatingenvironment.

However, intemational logistics surveys are associated with several methodological and concepfual issues
that reduce their reliabili§ as a tool foı producing the precise image of national logistics competence. The
most important problems for intemational logistics srrrveys ale as follows [16]:
. Logistics concepts might be elusive and often unfamiliar in some world regions,
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o semantics vary by laııguage and simpIe translations of terııinology may not be adequate to th(] real
meaning of specific expressions,
. suı"r'eys using small sample sizes might be problematic fol their representativeness of national logistics
competence,
o cross-country comparisons might be difficu|t due to specific cultural differences,
. other factors may apply such as respondents' readiness to respond to surveys, resulting fron,ı ctırtain
attitudes, for exaıılple such as suspicion to surveys and-/or survey fatigue.

CONCEPT OF LOGISTICS PERFORMANCE INDEX

One of the lecent concepts of logistics performarıce measurement was proposed as the interactive
benchmarking tool for international comparisons of different counties in order to asses the logistics gaps
between üem. This new formula for measuring the outcome of supply chain management was orga,ıised
within üe Framework of the Logistics Performance Index (LPI) claimed to provide a compıehensive pi:fure
ofsupply chain perfonıance Il].
Initially the logistics perlormance index consisted of seven indicators:
o efficiency ofthe clearance process by customers and other border agencies.
o quality oftransport and the infoımation technology infrastructure for logistics,
a ease and affordability ofananging intemational shjpments,
o competence ofthe local logistics industry,
. ability to hack aıd trace international shipments,
. domestic logistics costs,
. timeliness ofshipments in reaching destination wilhin the schedu]ed aıd expected delivery time.

There were several main obstacIes in data col]ection used later for calculation ofLp] on international
basis and particularly I l6]:
. Differences in the understaıding the exact terminolory in various countries,

" Lack ofappıopriate concepts and business solutions in developing countries,

" Reluctance to answer 'sensitive' questions, perceived from the point of business sensitiviq, to
competition; often such questions are not answered at all,
. company surveys might be a new phenomenon, for example in developing market economies and not
quite well understood aıd appreciated,
n Frequent surveys could cause great annoyaıce to firms, especially in some regions popular for the

excellence oflogistics operations (eg. large ports, special economic zones, etc.),
n web-based surveys aıe not feasible in all countries, usually they caı be administered only in well
developed market economics.

In 20l0, due to the limitations ofthat data collection and as the result ofgeneral improvement proceSS the
Logistics Performance Index ($LPI) is the weighted average ofthe country scoles on the six dimensions:
ı Efficiency of the clearance process (i.e. speed, simplici§ and predictability of formalities) by boıder
contf ol agencies, including Customs;

" Quality oftrade and tıansport related infrastructufe (e.g. ports, railroads, roads, infonıation technologı);
ı Ease of arranging competitively priced shipments;
. Competence and quality oflogistics services (e.g., üansport operatols, customs brokers);
. Ability to track and trace consignments;
. Timeliness ofshipments in reaching destination within the scheduled or expected delivery time.

The most important change in calculation of the LPI was the exclusion of logistics cost element as q.ıite
difficult to be objectively estimate for that puİpose.

Data required to calculate the LPI are being collected by meaıs of a world survey of global fre:ght
forwarders. Resu]ts ofthe suruey ale supported with objective data on the performance ofthe most impoı.aırt
components of opelating logistics chains in each country.

On the basis of üat data countries were initially rarıked from 1 - 150 in 7 groups ofthat raık. In 20l0 the
509
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scorecalds demonstrate compqrqtive performance - ihe dimensions show on a scale from 1 to 5 ıelevant to the

possible comparison gloups - all countries (World), region and income groups.Figure l presents the idea of
evaluation where different colour shades indicate different rank groups. Darker shades indicate more advanced

logistics background and lighter colour shades malk countries with less developed logistics systems_ The

exact values ofranl<s are available at the www.worldbaık.oıg.

ü

ı 1 <= LPI <= 2.48

ı 2.75 <=LPI <- 3.23

No data

}

3 2.48 <: LPI <= 2,75

l 3.23 <- LpI <:5

1 is the lowest score aıd 5 is the maximum
scoıe_

FIGIJRE l
Logistics Performance Index cöuntries ranking [28]

The main research questiorıs were:
RQl: Is the level of national logistics competencies a valid concept and how pıecisely the Logistics

Performance Index represents those national logistics competencies?
RQ2: To what extent decisiön makers may draw general conclusions on the basis ofthe aggregated value

of LPI for the country (national economy) as they are quoted on the webpage of üe World Baık?

The main hypoüesis was that some large diffeıences occur in üe area of the above mentioned three

dimensions of LPI which pıobably may distort the picture of homogeneous evaluation of countries assessed

thıough the value ofthe LPI.
]n this research out ofall dimensions ofüe LPI three oflhem were subject to more profound arıalysis:
. Domestic logistics costs,
. competence of the local logistics industry,
. Quali§ of infıastructürre ( tlafisport and information techıolory).

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Research process depended on the availability of comparable data that could illustrate properly the issues

addressed in the main research question and the hypothesis. Therefore several sources of information were

used:
. Reports of the Logon Baltic project analyzing the results of intemational surveys conveyed in the

countries of Baltic region;
. Results ofthe original survey including identical questions to the Logon Baltic survey completed by

5l0
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companies in the south of Poland in 2007.
ln the original LogOn Baltic project one country was represented by two different regions: i: was

Germany with data available for the Hamburg region and Mecklemburg-Vorpommem region. The LogOn
Baltic ıeports cleaıly indicated that lesponses to the survey question for these two regions a.Ie quite different.

As a counter-part ofthese two German regions my research included two sets ofdata from Poland:
. One set ofdata collected for üe Pomeraıia region and reported in the Logon Baltic research;
. Second set ofdata resulting from üe survey completed by the author In the southem part of Pol:u-ıd in
the region ofUpper Silesia.

Samples chalacterizing Germaıy were described in details in the LogOn Baltic reseaıch reports t10], t11],
L16l, |24). The author's samp|e consisted of 46 n,ıanufacturing companies, 26 trade companies ard 40
companies of logistics providers in Poland. The majority of companies in the sample belonged to the sector of
SMEs.

Scope of üat comparison was limited by the availability of exactly corıesponding data for ea;h of
examined regions. Hence üis research did not include many variables that should be taken to accolnt as
chaIacteristics of such dimensions as logistics costs, ]ogistics competencies of industlies and quality of
logistics infrastructure. However even in case of such limited data set of benchmarks some intelesting r()sults
were obtained.

DISCUSSION

The overall score of the LPI officially reported at www.worldbank.org is 3 ranking points for Gernany
and 40 ranking points for Polaıd in 2007 and respectively l and 30 in 20l0. According to those ranks Pııland
offers much worse Iogistics enviıonment than Germany. Germany and PoIand are quite Iarge countries ar d the
ıesults of research conducted by the author of this paper demonstrated significaıt differences within each of
those counfties. Some of them will be discussed in the forthcoming part ofthe paper.

Domestic Logistics Costs

Logistics costs as oZ ofcompanies' turnover calculated for manufacturing and trading companies uere
quite different in each of examined regions ranging from l4,5Yo in Pomerania and 12Yo in Hanıburg
region(manufacfurers) to 35% (traders) and 460lo (manufacfurers) in Silesia. The only similarity has been
detected foı these costs in Germany where for both regions trading companies reported around 15Zo of
logislics costs as o/o ofcoınpanies' turnover. The details of cosls evaluation are presented in table 2.

Similar situation occurred with respects to transpörtation costs as 0Z oflogistics costs. Average share,ıf
these costs was about 34 37Yo in most ofthe regions but in Mecklemburg-Vorpommern region it reacheC
almost 50olo for trading companies, comparing to only 19% in Pomerarria. It clearly indicates that logistic:i cost
diversification when considered as o/o ofcompanies tumover is extremely large. Probably the indicator of the
share oftransport costs in the total logistics costs has been more stable.

Competence ofthe Local Logistics Industry

Logistics as the key factor when compared with their main competitors has been evaluated by around 62-
67Yo in bolh German regions and only 39-44Yo of two Polish regions. However, compaıies in each of :hese
regions differently evaluated their environment when comparing it with that of their main competitors. In
Germaıy 14Vo from Hamburg region and only 15Yo of Iespondents from Mecklemburg-Vorpomn,ıenr rt.gion
evaluated it as good. In two Polish regions the level of satisfaction was slightly higher ranging from 43Yo in
Pomerania to even 63Yo in Silesia.
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PolandGermany
Hamburg pomeraıiaTypes of costs Mecklemburg-

Vorpommem
MANUFACTURERS

46y.l4,5Vo20%Logistics costs aS
o/o ofcompanies'
tumover

20%40% 34%TranSportation
costs as o/o of
logiStics costs

35Yo

TRADING COMPANIES
3svo23y.Logistics costs as

o/o of companies'
tumover

l5% l5,5Yo

37%35% |9%Transportation
costs as o/o of
logistics coSts

50%

TABLE 2
Lo stics costs in examined re lons

Regional review of the overall logistics efficiency is very homogeneous in Germany. On average that

efficiency is being perceived as good. It is aı interesting issue since other specific elements of the evalrıation
of 1ogistics systems demönstrates large difference between two German regions. In Poland evaluation of these

elements is much higher in Silesia when compared wiü Pomerania region. Detailed aspects ofthat evaluation
are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Re onal review of lo stics effici (all industries

OInternationaI Logistics and SuppIy Chain Congress'2010
November 4-5, 2010, IstanbuI, TURKIYE

PolandGelmany
SilesiaMecklemburg-

Vorpommem
Hambuıg pomeraniaEvaluation

33% 8%6%
29%46% 22voNeutral 46%

45vo 63%Good 48% 49yo

5|z

Silesia

12%

Persorrrıel logistics competencies and their development needs seem to be quite different in surveyed
regions. Some similarities have been discovered for logistics providers, such as requirements of extending the

knowledge of strategic issues in Poland (21-23%) and Germaıy (30%) and language proficiency seeming to

be much better in both of German ıegions (2%) than in Polish regions (aıound l5%). Significant differences
between regions in each country have been observed in basic logistic skills, operations management skills and

strategic skills in manufacturing aıd trading companies.
Considerations regarding logistics development needs have been examined through such factors as (Table

4):
o For marıufacturers and tlading companies: cutting logistics costs, visibili§ of supply chains arıd IT
systems, gıowing scope of 1ogistics networking, development og logistics operations and improved customels
service;
. For logistics pıoviders: eiending range of services, service quality, service capacity, cutting service
provision costs, developing the competence ofpeısonnel and IT applications-

Documented differences in üat area indicated major differences between regions within of each of the

countries. It seems that each of examined regions plans to follow different pattem of development of logistics
chains, probably aÇcording to local requirements.

Pooı 5yo



Poland
MeckJemburg- Hamburg poınerania Silesia

Vo IT]en

MANUFACTURERS
Cuttin ]o istics costs 8% 25vo 26% 11%
IT-systems and
Supply Chain

60% 16% |6% 29%

Visibili
Network functionality 9% 15% 1l% 7%
/ devel ent

3% 2,7yo 30%

Improving customer
service

20% 4|% 20Yo 23%

TRAD]NG COMPAN]ES
Cutti lo istics costs 14yo 12% l2% 11%
IT-systems and
Supply Chain

41% 19yo 46% 15yo

Visibili
Network functionality l8% 21%
/ develo ent

5yo 1% |7%

lmproving customer
service

14yo

LOGISTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS
Extending range of 39% 22yo 40% 28%
serVlces
Service quality l2% 24yo 20% 27%
Service capaci§ 29% 22yo 28%
Cutting service
proViSion coSts

3%

Developing logistics
competence of
personıel

|2% ll% 3%

IT applications 8% 3yo

TABLE 4. Lo istics devel ment needs in examined ons

Qualify of transport and information infrastructure

Regional review of the Status-quo of domestic transport infİastrucfure for all
homogeneous in Gerııaıry. On average 1hat efficiency is being perceived as good.
evalualion are presenıed in Table 5.

6%

8%

industries is very
The details of that

TABLE 5. Views re the domestic tfans ort inflastrucfure (all industries)
Poland

Silesia

|6%
1,7%

67%
The ]evel of information infrastructure has been evaluated by twö indicators: 1) üe percentag: of
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GermaıyEvaluation
Mecklemburg-
Vorpommeın

Hamburg pomeıania

Poor 9% 18% 52%
23%Neutral 22% 17o^

Good 65% 25%

GermanyShare of specific
deveIopment needs

Developing logistics
competence of
personrrel

3%

15%

Developing logistics
competence of
persorınel

25% 20%

22%

20%

69%



employees having access to e-mail aıd Intemet and 2) estimated share of e-commerce. In this field the ıesults

are less diversified showing average better access to the Internet in German companies. However in the group

of respondents claiming that mole than 75% of their personıel has access to e-mail and Intemet the share of
answers for Hambuıg region was 67 -69%o and only 31-34"/, for Mecklemburg-Vorpommern region.

Differences between Polish regions were not so large. The scope of e-commerce is somewhat larger in both

Germarı regions than in Poland, where diversification between regions seems to be slightly more significant.

CONCLUSIONS

Logistics and supply chain performance once again has been perceived as arı eı1remely difficult field for
measulement, much moıe complicated thaı e.g. pıoduction or trade. The research proved üat the hypothesis

about distinctive differences between ıegions has been correct. Therefore one may question the general

concept of national logistics competencies in the light of significant differences of logistics performarıce in
various regions ofthe same country and national economy. It would provide the answeı to the RQ1.

There is a limitation of conducted research resulting from unknown credibility of the aıswers provided by

the respondents of all surveys included in this resealch. Determined differences in logistic performaıce may

occur due to unintended error resulting from subjective factor of respondents perception of the reality.

Therefore using such perceptions for a professional benchmarking system like LPI seems to be somewhat
problematic, since the influence of less objective factors onto the value of the Logistics Peıformance Index is

quite large. It answers the RQ2, indicating that there should be some other n,ıore "objective" methods of
measuring logistics efficiency in diffeıent economies of various countries. Perhaps researchers might go back
to more classical techniques based on leported statistical data (e.g. the relation of value added to the levcl
inventories in the economy, regression analysis bctween diffelent measuıements of logistics operations and

some macloeconomic indicatoıs, etc.) and use "subiective" data obtained via surveys only as closer
interpretation of hard economic facts.

At the same time research reported in this paper demonstrated that also the level of logistics costs is not a

comprehensive figure for the whole country. Logistics costs may substaıtially differ from region to region aıd
taking to aacount serious methodological problems coruıected to their estimation suggests that excluding üem
from the concept ofLPI was right decision.

Future research in the field of measuıement of global aspects of logistics competence should be directed

not to couıties but large economic regions and specific areas in those countries. The focus of that reseaıch
ideally should be based more on the approach adequate to supply chain maıagement dealing more wiü
processes than single activities. The identification of processes aıd theiı activilies creates "the business map"

which caı indicate what kind of metrics and indicators are importarıt for achievement of the best strategic

balance between service quality, product quality, aıd profitability. The main challenge is to create a system of
integrated measuıes that can be used throughout whole supply chain, even if its elements (i.e. companies and

institutions) are located across corırıtry borders. That integlated peISpective must be comparable and corsistent
across all functions aıd charınel institutions. without such an integration of measuıes, for exaınple
manufacturel's perception of adequate customer service may be quite different from that of the wholesaler.
That difference of opinion might be a severe limitation to the measulement of 1ogistics competence on global

basis.
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